TO EGRIP STEERING COMMITTEE MEMBERS, DANISH AND GREENLANDIC AUTHORITIES.

Pending Expedition Permit C-22-5 EGRIP – SITuation REPort (SITREP) no.01, Sunday 24 April 2022

This SITREP covers the period April 19 – April 24, 2022 (inclusive). First SITREP for 2022 season.

Movement of personnel:
19. April: Marie Kirk (DK) and Jesper Kock (DK) from Copenhagen to Kangerlussuaq by Air Greenland.
22. April: Iben Koldtoft (DK), Sverrir Ævar Hilmarsson (IS), Josef Richard Kipfstuhl (DK/D), Jørgen Peder Steffensen (DK), Frederik Bugge Nielsen (DK), Anna-Maria Buschsieweke (DK/D), Basile de Fleurian (N/F), Bo Møllesøe Vinther (DK), Thomas Witzansky Fløisdorf (DK) and Christian Kevin David Jacobs (UK) from Copenhagen to Kangerlussuaq by Air Greenland.

Movement of cargo:
19.4.22 (AWB 631-2802 2536) CPH to SFJ, 1031 kg scientific equipment (25 colli)
19.4.22 (AWB 631-28031625) Nuuk to SFJ, 2.2 kg medicine
19.4.22 (AWB 631-28031662) Nuuk to SFJ 16.9 kg medicine
20.4.22 (AWB 631-27972162) CPH to SFJ, 250 kg fresh food
20.4.22 (AWB 631-28031496) Nuuk to SFJ 34.3 kg medicine
20.4.22 (AWB 631-28031673) Nuuk to SFJ 6.8 kg medicine

EGRIP camp activities:
NASA-P3 took aerial photos of camp Tuesday April 19 showing garages partly to almost covered in snow and main dome clear. Many marker poles are visible.

Drilling:

Science:

EGRIP Camp Population: 0.

Weather at EGRIP:

Kangerlussuaq activities:

Weather in Kangerlussuaq/SFJ:
Cold in the beginning of the week with temperatures down to -18°C. Warming up to plus degrees by end of the week. There is still substantial snow cover in Kangerlussuaq but it is melting rapidly causing large polls of water. Mosquito situation: None.

The EGRIP FOM office:
   EastGRIP field operations office
   Kangerlussuaq, Greenland
   Office: KISS, room 208
Postal address: Box 12, DK-3910
Phone: +299 84 11 51
Mobile: +299 52 41 25
Iridium Phone: +8816 41400521
E-mail: fom@egrip.camp
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